“Uncle Joe’s Diner”

Somehow you’ve ended up on Earth in 1950’s small town America. 

A shady government organisation is tracking you, with their sole intention being to wipe you off the face of the planet.

Luckily you’ve been taken in by the patrons of Joe’s Diner - a Nelanian couple going by the names of Joe and Jessica Johnson who are on Earth studying humanity on behalf of the Higher Council of Nelan.

If you want to stay alive you’ll have to conform. You need to blend in. Even if you do have a hidden agenda. 

Character Creation

Choose an Alien Race.
Assign Attributes.
Define your Hidden Agenda

Alien Races

Volani

A shy and inquisitive race of bug eyed, grey skinned diminutive creatures. They’re the engineers of our galaxy, looking to log and classify every piece of technology in the universe.

Special Ability: Comprehend - +3 to Dice Pool on all rolls involving understanding Human technology.

Cassiopaeans

Horned, red skinned hedonistic pleasure seekers looking for a bit of fun. Whether it’s sex, drugs or rock and roll. 

Special Ability: Seduce - +3 to dice pool involving any aspect of flirting or seduction.

Orions

Reptilian hunters constantly searching for the ultimate trophy.

Special Ability: Regenerate - heal own wounds with a Physicality Attribute check. Number of success = wound levels healed. 

Nelanians 

Galactic peacekeepers who look the most like humans save for their cat-like eyes.

Special Ability: Calm - +3 to dice pool involving any aspect of diffusing an aggressor

Octori

Tentacled, floating squid people adept at changing the colour of their skin to blend in with their surroundings. 

Special Ability: Telekinesis - Can use Mobility Attribute to levitate and manipulate objects.

Lupans

Sly wolf-people with ferocious carnivorous appetites.

Special Ability: Track - +3 to dice pool involving any aspect of physically tracking an item or person

Attributes

Primary Attribute is decided by which Alien Race you choose to play and begins at 6. Rate the remaining attributes at 5,4,3,2 and 1. Higher score is better. Human range is between 2-4 for an average adult male or female. 

Physicality - Lupans
Naivete - Volani
Personality - Cassiopaeans
Conformity - Nelanians
Stability - Orions
Mobility - Octori

Complications 

When a situation arises that requires the resolution of any form of dramatic tension or conflict make an Attribute Check. Choose the most appropriate attribute for the situation at hand, ensuring that you can justify the choice of that attribute. 

A success is rolling the Attribute number or below on d10. Dice pool equals Attribute score. 

Easy - 1 Success
Hard - 3 Successes 
Very Hard - 5 Successes
Impossible - 10 Successes
Bending the Laws of the Known Universe - 20 Successes

Story Points - spend to improve dice pool or attributes. 1 Story Point = + 3 Dice Pool that must be used on 1 Attribute Check.

Start with 3 story points. 

You can't spend more story points than you have in the attribute.

To increase an attribute spend double the amount in Story points. 

You gain 1-3 story points when you further your Agenda. (Mildly = 1, Moderately = 2, Greatly = 3)

Which Attribute to roll?

Examples:

You want to knock out an overly inquisitive cop? Physicality.
You want to convince the local loan shark to lend you money? Personality.
You want to run from the gang of thugs? Mobility.
Do you know how to operate the car? Naivete. 
Are your emotions getting the better of themselves? Stability.
Are you about to do something suspiciously inhuman? Conformity

All aliens are equipped with a Janus Crystal - a super high tech device that makes them to all intents and purposes appear human - stress can warp the field though as can players invoking their defining attribute. And they can be stolen, misplaced, or broken. 

Any strong emotional response can reveal an alien’s true appearance. 

What is your hidden agenda?

Was your craft blasted out of the sky and you’re just looking for a way to get off this rock? Are you an interstellar spy? Bounty Hunter? Intent on the total domination of Earth and its people?

Damage and Healing

Wound levels

Stunned -1 dice pool
Bruised -2 dice pool
Hurt -3 dice pool
Injured -4  dice pool
Crippled -5 dice pool and permanently lose 1 attribute point (can’t lower an attribute to 0)
Dead

Causing damage

Roll Physicality versus Mobility. Difference in successes is how many wound levels victim takes. 

Healing

Ono crystals – Physicality Attribute check vs Hard difficulty. Success heals all wound levels.

Otherwise heal 1 wound level per week. (All Alien races heal faster than Humans).

